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Artist Statement: Ali Mecklai

This statement will explain the Noun , why I chose this song, what from the unit inspired me to do this

song, and what is unique about Verb - Present ends in ING it. I performed this so

ng with harry, I played the Musical Instrument and he played the piano, we got help from his mom to help us

practice and we worked at Harry's home. I have the goal to enhance my very small Noun experience

because I don't appreciate Noun as much as most people do. the song was written by the Beatles and is

in the album Noun ROAD. It has won many awards including the Silly Word Hall of Fame

Award and the Grammy Award for Best Silly Word Album, Non-Classical.

The factor in the unit that most inspired me was beatlemania. It allowed me to realize the great Noun - 

Plural of the Beatles. I did know many beatles Noun - Plural but did not have the time to appreciate

them and their fantastic Noun . Me, like my Noun - Plural , now know and both like the music of

the Beatles. When doing Beatlemania I saw so many cover albums for just one song and I thought of how great

they must be to have so many Noun - Plural , and bands idolize them.

The song is about coming out of a miserable time and it represents a new era for the beatles. The writer, George

Harrison, was previously Verb - Past Tense for Noun possession and temporarily Verb - 

Past Tense



the band.

This song is special because it was the first song I ever sang and played before, I did it in grade Number

and I was Adjective , but I really Verb - Base Form it. I played it with a partner and we were both

playing Musical Instrument , it was for a guitar unit in my music class. When I did it I enjoyed playing it and

I also liked the music.

What this song means to me is Noun - Plural and joy. It means Verb - Present ends in ING after a bad day

. It does this because the beatles explain seeing the sun after a long time and that gives me a sense that after a

long and tough era the sun is finally coming out representing the good after bad. That is my Noun of the

song but it means a lot more than just that. This song Verb - Base Form the charts and was different to the

millions who listened to it. Some people may have took it literally by thinking it is about the Noun but I

see past that and that is what makes the song Adjective and that is what it means to me. To understand it

you must look past the lyrics and listen for the Noun and not the Noun .

To find inspiration in this song is easy you must listen to the Noun - Plural of the song and I apply them to

my life by always looking on the Noun side and it makes me Adjective when I do that.

Song Fact: "George Harrison wrote this in Eric Clapton's Noun using one of Clapton's acoustic

Musical Instrument .



When the Beatles' manager Brian Epstein died in 1967, the band had to handle more of their Noun and

business affairs, which Harrison hated. He wrote this after attending around of Noun meetings. This

song was inspired by the long winters in Location which Harrison thought went on forever."
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